We’re protecting people

Never feed wild animals, and keep them out of yards.

Get to know the wild! Be aware of the wildlife around you.

 Keeping clear spaces around your home allows you and pets to see what’s coming.

It’s smart to hike or bike with a friend.

Pets rely on us for protection, and the safest place is indoors.

Either stay with your leashed pet outside, or provide a safe kennel or an avenue of escape.

Feeding pets indoors and livestock inside pens or barns helps keep wild animals from seeking a meal at your home.

Small wild animals attract large wildlife.

New devices that use lights, sound or water can scare lions away.

pets

IF YOU SEE A MOUNTAIN LION
Be a bear. Look as large as possible.
Look very fierce. Stare him down.
Shout and yell! Throw things!
Don’t run. Slowly back away.

TRY IT!

livestock

Guard dogs can protect remote herds.

All around the world, shepherds guard flocks, people pen goats at sunset, and chickens are cooped for safety. But in the U.S., more mountain lions are killed for preying on goats and chickens than for any reason other than trophy hunting.

and mountain lions

Because we are responsible, we take steps to safeguard our neighborhoods and the animals we care for, domestic and wild alike.

Mountain Lion Foundation
@ MtnLionFdn

Learn more at mountainlion.org
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